Surface diffusion of gold nanoclusters on Ru(0001): effects of cluster size, surface defects and adsorbed oxygen atoms.
Understanding thermal behavior of metallic clusters on their solid supports is important for avoiding sintering and aggregation of the active supported metallic particles in heterogeneous catalysis. As a model system we have studied the diffusion of gold nano-clusters on modified Ru(0001) single crystal surfaces, employing surface density grating formation via a laser induced ablation technique. Surface modifications included damage induced by varying periods of Ne(+) ion sputtering at a collision energy of 2.8 keV and the effect of pre-adsorbed oxygen on the clean, defect free ruthenium surface. High density of surface damage, obtained at long sputter times, has led to enhanced diffusivity with lower onset temperature for diffusion. It is attributed to reduced cluster-surface commensurability which gives rise to smaller effective activation energy for diffusion. The diffusion of gold nano-clusters, 2 nm in size, was found to be insensitive to the oxygen surface concentration. The adsorbed oxygen acted as an "atomic layer lubricant", reducing friction between the cluster and the underlying surface. This has led to lower diffusivity onset temperatures (150 K) of the nano-clusters, with a stronger effect on smaller clusters.